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Trigger Warning:
This reports contains personal stories about sexual assault 
and/or violence which may be triggering to readers.

Opinions presented in this report: 
The views expressed throughout this report in quotation marks 
are those given by participants we interviewed and not the 
views of the Busara Center for Behavioral Economics.



As behavioral scientists, our interests lie in understanding activities and interactions among human beings. This topic of
“sponsorship”, a popular one in Kenya, bridges aspects of sociology and economics. Studying it will help us to shed some light on 
the following question:

We actively seek to remove assumptions and preconceived notions about culture and context to look at this through an unbiased, 
scientific perspective.

In this study we have focused on heterosexual relationships in which women are the ‘sponsees’ and men the ‘sponsors’, as these appear to be the most common form of the 
‘sponsorship phenomenon’. However, we recognize that this phenomenon undoubtedly exists across other combinations of sexuality, gender and age as well.

1

Context
he phenomenon of sponsorship (defined here as, a relationship in which a 
woman has sex with an older man in exchange for gifts or money1) is a 
popular and polarising topic in Nairobi. Like in many stories, there are two 
opposing narratives concerning sponsorship. One narrative tells a story of 

empowerment, freedom and agency, where women can apply their sexual liberation for 
personal gain, enjoying a life of luxury, fun and excitement. The other narrative tells a 
story of young women who are vulnerable, dependant, and highly exposed to risk and 
violence. The reality, undoubtedly a balance of these, is something that has yet to be 
explored in depth in the Kenyan context. 

As evidenced by quotes from our study of 252 female university students below, there are 
many facets to stories about sponsorship.

Enjoyed it while it lasted
“It was fun, I got to travel to different 

parts of the country. He was very 
supportive in terms of money and also 

was there for me emotionally. I enjoyed 
it while it lasted.”

Forced to abort the pregnancy
“I had a sponsor and the first times we 

met, he was treating me as an angel. As 
the time passed by, the love we had 

diminished with time. Immediately I got 
pregnant, the love we had gradually 

diminished and had to convince me to 
abort it.” 

Fun, but uncomfortable
“It was fun to have one because he 

would cater for your needs and have a 
lot of fun together. The problem is you 

would be uncomfortable walking with a 
man an age of your father.”

How do women weigh decisions between 
sex, money, and relationships?

Stories about sponsorship
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Overview and Approach
The Busara Center conducted behavioral science research³ with a group of 252 female university 
students. Our research methods included self-reported4, observational5 and incentive-compati-
ble6 elicitation techniques. 

Language
In order to neutralize judgement7 and steer away from stigma, we henceforth will use the term ‘participants’ to describe the 
individuals who took part in this research. ‘Sponsor’ (sometimes known as ‘Sugardaddy’) and ‘sponsee’ (also known as ‘Side Chick’ 
or ‘Sugar Baby’) describe those engaged in intergenerational, transactional sexual relationships (referred to in this report as 
‘sponsorship’).

The ‘sponsorship phenomenon’ is not exclusive to Kenya. Coined differently globally, similar stories are being documented worldwide. With fast-growing  members-only websites 
and apps to find sponsors and sponsees, engaging in such relationships is becoming increasingly accessible and  formalized.  
Whilst traditional economics assumes human decision-making is based on a continuous costs and benefits analysis, Behavioral Science shows us that human decisions are mostly 
non-optimal, often motivated by factors beyond the purely financial. Humans prove to be highly context-dependent, meaning our choices are made relative to  our environment, 
personal preferences and cultural biases.
Perceptions, beliefs, and preferences as directly elicited by the participant.
Objective measures to counter any bias we may be receiving from self-reported data.
Behavioral games to measure for example time and risk preferences, making it economically costly to hide one's true perception.
Busara believes everyone should be free to personally determine how an experience has made them feel. For this reason, this report does not use terms  commonly associated with 
sexual relationships, whether painting relations in a positive light (e.g ‘lover’) or in a negative light (e.g. ‘victim’).
The 252 women who participated in this study were recruited from universities, invited to our lab in Nairobi, Kenya and compensated a total of 1000 KES (show up fee: 400 KES, 
compensation for time: 600 KES) to participate in this research.
55% of our participants were single, 45% in relationships. Of those in relationships, 54% had partners are of the same age as themselves.
The questionnaire was in both English and Kiswahili, covering demographic data, prevalence rates and perception of sponsorship.
The participants were compensated  ~ 100 KES for completing the questionnaire. Using the SMS software Telerivet, a list of randomized mobile numbers were  verified against the 
following criteria: valid Safaricom numbers, consenting sample that is above the age of 18 years.  

Participants
Our 252 participants8 were recruited from universities in Nairobi and between 18 to 24 years old9, based on the premise that 
female students are currently considered to be the most likely group to engage in ITS relationships. 

To balance the findings from our decision lab in Nairobi with a more nationally representative sample, a 10-question SMS 
questionnaire10 was carried out with 238 participants using random digit dialing.11  Furthermore, we carried out 8 in-depth 
individual qualitative interviews with selected participants. Some of these have been added as case studies to this report. A few 
editorial changes have been made to the qualitative data, to clarify the language and ensure participants' anonymity is preserved.

The research consisted of three components: 

Quantitative
Our 45-minute questionnaire included 
demographic information, psychomet-
ric measures and questions covering 
perceptions, attitudes, perceived 
prevalence and norms surrounding 
different sponsor-relationship 
structures.

Experimental
In order to understand the attention 
biases and identify the factors at play in 
sponsorship decision, we created 
fictitious social media profiles and gave 
participants tasks to complete based on 
these. We measured how much time 
was spent looking at different sections 
of the profiles using Busara’s “Attention 
Measure Technology" to compare 
results across the profiles.

Qualitative
Participants were asked to write a short 
story about any experience of sponsor-
ship. To avoid accidental selection bias 
from our research team in the coding of 
these stories, participants answered 
follow-up questions to help interpret 
how they would classify their stories. 
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Key Findings
The literature on sponsorship tells us that the exposure to and 
prevalence of sponsorship relationships in Kenya is relatively high, 
particularly amongst young women.12

Our research was focused on understanding the perceptions, 
attitudes, and mechanisms of these relationships. This generated 
the following key insights:  

20%
 of women in our sample have been/are in a 

sponsor relationship.  

Sponsorship is prevalent.

Their estimates of prevalence are close to actual 
numbers, indicating that anonymity may be 

overestimated. 

Peers are able to easily identify sponsorship 
relationships.

(Self-)reporting rates are significantly lower than 
actual prevalence. 

Sponsorship relationships are not openly 
spoken about. 

Acceptability and prevalance of 
sponsorships does not vary by 

psychological profiles13.

Sponsorship isn’t linked to a specific profile.

61%
agreed with the statement that "sponsorship is 

shameful"

85%
of participants disagreed with the statement that 

“being sponsored is cool”

Sponsorship is highly stigmatized among 
young women and not considered socially 

acceptable.

A previous study (Dupas, 2011) reported 16% of teenage girls in Western Kenya having 
partners at least 10 years their senior, of which 80% were receiving financial support.
Risk preferences, time preferences and personality traits.

12

13
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Participants when asked about prevalence, guessed there to be around 24% sponsees in the group.
List Randomization is a questionnaire method used to mitigate false reporting on sensitive behaviors by packaging participant’s responses in a longer list of  questions.
The SMS questionnaire was sent to randomly generated phone numbers to ensure that we had a representative sample.  The demographics of the SMS questionnaire were 65% 
male and 35% female which deviate from the National DHS statistic which has 49% of men versus 51% of women in Kenya.
Women were asked  “Have you ever had a sponsor?” and men were asked  “Have you ever been a sponsor?” We recognise that this may not capture sponsorship relationships of a 
different gender composition. 

Using list randomization16, we were able to get a true measure of prevalence among the sample, revealing that 1 in 5 women at 
university in Nairobi (who participated in our study) have or have had a sponsor (20%). To compare these rates with a more general 
sample, we conducted a 10 question SMS questionnaire17 in which 13.8% of women reported having (had) a sponsor, and 18.2% 
of men reported having been or being a sponsor.18 The discrepancy in figures between the general female population and our 
decision lab participants makes sense, as sponsorship is indeed known to be more prevalent amongst students, considering their 
age and temporary lower income. Additionally, in the SMS questionnaire we asked people directly rather than using the List 
Randomization method. However, the SMS questionnaire likely offered a higher degree of perceived anonymity as we were not 
directly interacting with any of the respondents, which helps explain why the self-report measure is higher in the SMS question-
naire than in the survey conducted at our lab.

A wide range of information was collected to predict the likelihood of someone becoming  a sponsee. Three things stood out: 

Acceptability
Women who have a sponsor are 
more likely not to look down on 
sponsorship.

Liberal Norms
Women who have a sponsor are more likely 
to know other women who have (had) more 
than one sexual partner.

Preference
Women who have a sponsor are 
more likely to have general sexual 
attraction to significantly older men.

How common is sponsorship 
in Kenya?

1

HOW MANY 18-24 YEAR OLD FEMALE STUDENTS 
IN NAIROBI HAVE OR HAVE HAD A SPONSOR?

Our research showed that prevalence is high (20%) but hidden (2% self-reported) and that these 
relationships are relatively accurately and easily recognized by peers (who estimate prevalence at 
24% among female university students).¹5

Overall Prevalence

Prevalence rates

N=531
Asterisks indicate the level of statistical significance ( * p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1).

20%**

Prevalence among those 
with high acceptability

Prevalence among those 
with liberal norms

Prevalence among those with 
preferences for older men

32%** 38%*** 63%***

1 in 5 
women at university 
in Nairobi have or 
have had a sponsor.
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“I do not have any idea about the 
experience  of sponsorship since neither 
I nor any of my friends have been  
victims.”  

“I had one some time back in 2015. It 
was quite challenging on my end 
because I didn't like the idea that I had 
to pay with my body for the little money 
(0-2500 KES) he used to send. We 
stopped talking at some point coz he 
wasn't to my standard...

“One day on my way to school, I met this 
man who was so sweet to me. We were 
in a Matatu coming to town. After a long 
chat, he asked me to guess his age after 
giving me a clue and I did [guess] 
correctly. After that he asked for my 
number to send me a gift via M-Pesa 
and I gladly gave it very innocently. 
Later that same day, at night, he sends 
me a text talking sweetly and asking me 
to allow him to be my sponsor and I 
refused.” 

“I have never had a friend with sponsor. 
Even myself  have never had one so I 
can't tell.” 

“I once had a sponsor whom I broke up 
with when he tried to force me to have 
sex with him. I would get all the  materi-
al things I wanted from him with nothing 
in return. I think that the best life is being 
independent.”

When we asked participants to provide a short story on 
sponsorship, 67% percent of participants wrote stories 

about their friends or someone else they knew,  31% had 
a story to tell from something they heard or read. Only 

2% wrote a story concerning themselves. 

How common is sponsorship in Kenya?
STORIES FROM OUR QUALITATIVE RESEARCH

09
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19
20
21

58% Strongly rejected,  23% rejected
62% strongly disagreed, 23% disagreed
~39% strongly agreed,  ~26% agreed 

Sponsorship is a hot topic amongst many students in Nairobi, 
but this relatively open conversation about the phenomenon 
in general, appears not to affect its acceptability among 
female students. 81% of women rejected this type of relation-
ship19 and when asked to rate the statement “Sponsorship is 
cool” 85% of participants disagreed.20 Furthermore, 61% 
percent of participants agreed with the statement “Having a 
sponsor is shameful”21 and 49% of participants consider 
sponsorship and prostitution to be interchangeable.

The stigma associated with having a sponsor is likely the 
result of the association between sponsorship and prostitu-
tion, a category which is heavily stigmatized across contexts.

How acceptable is 
sponsorship?

2

Sponsorship is not considered ‘cool’ 
(85%) and many directly  associate 

sponsorship with prostitution (49%).

“Having sponsors is not acceptable at 
all… One may end up contracting 
diseases like a friend of mine who 
ended up contracting syphilis.” 

“Sponsorship as an experience is 
unacceptable. A girl who tries this is 
prone to danger such as unwanted 
pregnancy and fateful disease such 
as HIV. One person I know tried this 
and was infected and the guy left her 
claiming she was the one who 
wanted it.” 

"This friend of a friend I happen to 
know: The sponsor is a man old 
enough to her own father. The 
sponsor provides for everything 
especially financial support since she 
is a student. She specifically depends 
on him for everything and in that 
case she accepts no younger 
man/boyfriend who is her age. She is 
addicted to the sponsors."

“[...] it's not right to jump into 
conclusions of why someone is 
having a sponsor. One should ask 
why this person thought of having a 
sponsor other than get someone else 
to help. Sometime the society thinks 
of this person being very sinful, yet 
the person did not have a choice.” 

◆  Sex, Money and Instagram: How acceptable is sponsorship?  ◆
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*Multiple selection possible in this question.

FIGURE 2*

Whilst overall, sponsorship was not considered acceptable, some conditions had an impact on acceptability. For example 29% 
agreed that sponsorship was acceptable if true love was present (Figure 1). As such, love makes sponsored relationships 
more socially acceptable, but it is at the same time a very uncommon part of these relationships. Indeed, the qualitative research 
shows that love was the least present element in respondents’ sponsorship stories, according to their own classifications of their 
stories (Figure 2).

How acceptable is sponsorship?
WHAT MAKES SPONSORSHIP MORE ACCEPTABLE?

FIGURE 1

Acceptability by circumstance
n=488

Maintenance of 
modern lifestyle

90%

6% 4%

Alternative
feminist approach

3%

90%

6%

Lack of 
father figure

90%

7% 3%

Common among 
other girls

95%

3% 2%

Basic
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81%

13%
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What is not present in your story?
n=500
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Future 27%
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Fun 10%
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Love 53%
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So where is the line between sponsor and other types of relationships? The definition of sponsorship is blurry, and there are many 
overlaps with other forms of relationships. Transactional sex, for example, is not exclusive to sponsorship relationships, nor is 
financial support. 13% of participants reported expecting money in exchange for sex, be it from a boyfriend or casual acquain-
tance.22 And regular support of $50/month was associated as strongly with boyfriends as with sponsors, indicating that “price” (i.e. 
the level of support provided) may be a stronger indication of sponsorship than the presence of financial support in itself.23

How are sponsors 
di�erent to boyfriends?

3

22

23

We asked participants whom they had sexual encounters with as well as whether there was any  expectation of an exchange of money or gifts, as a condition of this encounter. The 
results showed us that on average 13% of women expected money as a baseline across all relationships (acquaintance, boyfriend of 6 months, boyfriend 12 months).
79% said they would expect a potential sponsor to provide “money”, followed by “gifts” (51%) and “trips” (46%). 

was associated as strongly with 
boyfriends as with sponsors, indicating 
that general support may not viewed as 

"transactional" until a certain price is 
reached.

Support of

$50/month
of participants expected money in 
exchange for sex from a sponsor.

80%
of participants reported expecting 

money in exchange for sex, be it from a 
boyfriend or casual acquaintance.

13%

Boyfriend
6 months

87%

12%

1%

Expectations of getting money for sex
n=488

FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 4
Expectations from sponsors
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The difference between boyfriends and sponsors seems to mostly lie in the value of the financial support rather than there being 
financial support in general. Rent, trips, and personal / beauty expenses were considered typical sponsor expenses, whilst dates, 
gifts, outings, and meals were expected from boyfriends. 

How are sponsors di�erent to boyfriends?
THE PRICE OF SPONSORSHIP

Boyfriend Sponsor

Everything minus rent, specifically: 
Dates, outings, restaurant meals

43% of participants say
5,000 KES/month

10% of participants say
50,000 KES/month

13% of participants say
Yes

Everything, comparatively more: 
Food, hair and beauty, rent and trips

57% of participants say
5,000 KES/month

90% of participants say
50,000 KES/month

85% of participants say
Yes

What does he pay for?
See Figure 3

How much financial 
support does he provide?
See Figure 6

Does he pay for sex?
See Figure 5

What a sponsor and boyfriend should pay for
n=488

FIGURE 5
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77%
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40%
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76%

18%
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14%
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71%

43%

90%
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FIGURE 6
Type of partner by money received
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How are sponsors di�erent to boyfriends?
EVALUATING DATING PROFILES

24

25

The image, tagline and each the attributes were blurred out and could only be revealed by hovering the cursor to unblur text and sections of the image,  revealing how much time 
was spent on different sections using “Attention Measure” heat-mapping technology.
For everything other than the image, women spend more time on the profile when evaluating a sponsor than a boyfriend. This is especially so for income, owning a car, occupation, 
and marital status. 

Income was very predictive of how high men scored as potential sponsors - as his income increases, so does his potential for being 
a sponsor. The desirability as a boyfriend barely changes with income however. Owning a car made sponsors more appealing, but 
made no difference when evaluating the men as boyfriends. 

Being married made a man less attractive as a boyfriend, but did not make a difference for potential sponsors. 

The participants spent significantly more time looking at income25 when 
evaluating a potential sponsor and significantly more time looking at his 

profile picture when evaluating potential boyfriends (+23%). 

To understand how women might evaluate potential sponsors vs potential boyfriends, we mocked 
up six male dating profiles (designed to look like sponsor dating app/site profiles) and recorded 
the participant’s reactions to these profiles.24 We did this by asking them to rate the men in the 
profiles as either sponsors or boyfriends as well as by measuring how much time the spent look-
ing at di�erent profile components. Below is an example dating profile used in our research:

Name: John
Ethnicity: Luhya
Age: 65
Monthly Income: 25,000
Marital Status: Married
Occupation: Businessman
Owns car: Yes

I’m into the finer things in life so if you’re 
young, beautiful and like fine cuisine, look no 

further; I am here to spoil you.

14
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Time spent looking at a particular part of the profile did not predict scores of 
sponsors or boyfriends. In other words; a low or a high score for a boyfriend or 
sponsor was not dependent on the amount of time looking at one specific 
category. The one exception to this was the tagline - participants who gave 
sponsors a high score spent significantly longer looking at this part of their 
profile (Figure 7).  

What potential sponsors have
to say about themselves is an 
important factor for scoring 
sponsors.

Average time spent per profile feature
n=7,163 observations for 496 women

M
ill

is
ec

on
ds

Boyfriend Sponsor

Age

300
270

Ethnicity

311

375***

Married

283
318

Name

491

779***

Occupation

337

440***

Owns car

265

324***

FIGURE 7
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Impulse

Necessity

35%
24%
23%

7%
5%
3%
3%

Necessity
Impulse
Decisiveness
Necessity + Impulse
Decisiveness + Necessity
Decisiveness + Necessity + Impulse
Decisiveness + Impulse

69%
10%

9%
6%
3%
2%

1%

A choice
Support
A sense of belonging
Support + A choice
A sense of belonging + A choice
A sense of belonging + Support 
+ A choice
A sense of belonging + Support

We asked participants what incentives and ambitions existed for people in their own stories about sponsorship. Here, participants 
said that wealth/money motivated decisions the most27 but that these motivations came from a mixture of necessity, decisiveness 
and impulse. However, participants also said that people in their stories had a choice confirming that women have a sense of 
agency when deciding about entering into a sponsorship relationship.28

26

27

28

Acceptability, measured by an index of how accepting women are of sponsorship across a range of questions, significantly predicts sponsorship prevalence at the 5% level, whereas 
whether or not women reported those in their social circles as 'often' having multiple sexual partners (self report of how promiscuous their social circle is) predicts prevalence at the 
1% level.
Wealth and Money appeared as a top choice (75%) Approx. 6% of participants selected some combination of “wealth/money and “love/relationships” or “wealth/money and “social 
standing/respect” (9%).
When asked to describe the sponsee from their stories, 69% of our participants found the sponsee had a choice. 

Our psychometric measures showed no variance in either acceptability or prevalence, 
suggesting that sponsorship is not linked to a specific psychological profile. However,
the acceptability of sponsorship was higher for women who have (had) more than one 

sexual partner and for women personally accepting of relationships with 
significantly older men.26  

Motivations came from...
n=476 n=427

People in the story had...

Decisiveness

Wealth/money
Wealth/money + Social standing/respect
Love/relationships + Wealth/money
Love/relationships 
Social standing/respect
Love/Relationships + Wealth/money + 
Social standing/respect
Love/relationships + Social standing/
respect

75%
9%
6%
4%
4%
2%

0.5%

What did people in the story want?
n=420

Wealth/money
Choice

Support
A sense of 
belonging

In addition to the quantitative and qualitative data collected in our lab study, we also collected psychological measures. The 
purpose of these measures was to gauge whether character traits such as willingness to take risks, patience and personality traits 
could predict either acceptability of or uptake of sponsorship. For instance, would people with higher risk appetite or lower 
patience be more likely to be accepting of or involved in a sponsored relationship? 

4
What are the benefits of 
these relationships?
WHO ENGAGES IN SPONSORSHIP RELATIONSHIPS?

FIGURE 8 FIGURE 9 FIGURE 10

Love/relationships

Social standing/respect
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The digital landscape in Kenya is unique and characterised by rapid growth,29 so incorporating 
social media in this research was essential. Early qualitative work also suggested that social 
media could be an important indicator (if not influencer) of sponsorship prevalence. Specifically, 
we were interested in measuring to what extent the increasingly connected and highly social 
audience of 18 to 24 years old women in Kenya is influenced by images on social media, especially 
Instagram.30

In other words, acceptability of sponsorship is closely related to how women view social media, but social media does not seem to 
immediately change how accepting women are of sponsorship.33

In order to test whether social media representations of “sponsorship” (e.g. sudden wealth, access to travel, luxurious lifestyle) 
normalises these relationships behavior, we created an image-elicitation game. Our guiding question here was: Does exposure to 
“glamorous” social media change acceptability of sponsorship?31

Participants were shown six fictitious Instagram profiles of women, either of women living an ordinary student life, or of women 
leading more glamorous lifestyles (of the sort often associated with sponsorship). We observed  what participants paid attention to 
on the profiles and whether the images affected their opinion of the women in the profiles. Our results showed that participants 
were not influenced by the photos, but rather that their preexisting ideas about the acceptability of sponsorship influenced what 
they thought of the images. In particular, women who were accepting of sponsorship were much more likely to say they wanted to 
be like women in the glamorous profiles and that they thought the women in the glamorous photos were successful.32

What are the benefits of these 
relationships?

DOES SOCIAL MEDIA INFLUENCE THE 
ACCEPTABILITY OF SPONSORSHIP?

29

30
31

32

33

83% of all web pages in Kenya are accessed on mobile phones, which makes it the highest globally (41% in the US, 38% in the UK for comparison). 39%  Year-on-Year increase in the 
number of internet users in Kenya from January 2017 to January 2018 (the second highest globally after Egypt)  15%  Year-on-Year growth of active social media users#   Source: 
Digital in 2018 in Eastern Africa, Part 1: North by We Are Social
The sharing app Instagram is known for its photo-editing software which lends itself well to displays of conspicuous wealth, success and luxury.
participants were asked the same acceptability question BEFORE and AFTER seeing the fictitious Instagram photos, in order to quantify whether seeing  photos of a glamorous and 
luxury lifestyle makes them more accepting of sponsorship. The three questions participants were asked twice were:  

1. How would you describe your overall acceptance of a woman having a sponsor?
2. What percentage of women aged 18-25 in Kenya do you think have ever had a sponsor?
3. A girl having a sponsor so she can get some extra cash to sustain her modern lifestyle is acceptable.   

Of those shown the glamorous image: women were accepting of sponsorship were more likely to say they thought the women were successful (average score of 5.95 compared to 
5.53 for those that were not accepting of sponsorship) and that they wanted to be like the women in the photos (average score of 4.81 compared to 4.07 for those that were not 
accepting of sponsorship). Both these results were statistically significant at the 1% level.
We also recognize that social media might influence acceptability in other ways that those tested in our exercise, e.g. if the focus had been on independence, success or stability/ 
professional achievement gained by sponsorship, rather than a luxurious lifestyle which was the focus of our experiment. It could also be that participants are "desensitised" to 
images hinting at sponsorship through luxury, as there is an over-exposure to these on the social media and it does not make sponsorship more appealing, nor special. Additional 
research would be needed to further understand the exact relationship between sponsorship and social media. 

There was no di�erence in the reported acceptability 
of sponsorship after seeing fictitious glamorous 

Instagram photos versus ordinary photos.
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34 The  two most common  responses to “ Which of these would lead to the relationship ending? Check all that apply.”   were  insufficient financial support  from the sponsor and 
 the presence of violence  respectively with a 1% difference. Despite the social stigma surrounding sponsorship, the  least common reason  to end a sponsor relationship was 
 demands for secrecy .  

Why do relationships end?
5

There is some qualitative evidence to indicate that relationships end sooner than initially expected, but it remains unclear who ends 
the relationship first. The most common reasons women cite for why sponsorship relationships end were if a sponsor lacked funds, 
is violent or if there were concerns (on either side) about sexual health or pregnancy (Figure 11). The stories about sponsorship also 
included descriptions of men 'ghosting' sponsees, i.e. not answering their phones or becoming increasingly less communicative.34 

"As Ms. Jane Thiomi, a regional manager at LCVT Health with over 15 years’ experience in counselling and training on sexual health in 
Kenya, told us; “[T]hese relationships are short term in nature. There is no plan for marriage and in fact, the sponsor knows they can 
end the relationship at any point they please.” “Girls who get pregnant tend to become irrelevant and have their benefits taken away 
completely putting them in a vulnerable position, because that is when they need the money the most. Even when the girls get infected 
with STIs or HIV, the sponsors never take responsibility. They accuse them of having more than one partner or simply abandon them.” 
Ms. Thiomi also recognised that violence could be a factor in ending relationships but also said that “violence can be present in a 
relationship for a long time before a relationship ends unlike pregnancy which is very obvious, you know hard to hide or escape, and 
can result in the end of a relationship almost immediately.“Rather, “signs [of violence] are overlooked [for a long time] because 
[sponsees have a] fear of losing access to the gifts and the money.”  

SPONSEE TURNOVER
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What support structures exist?
6

Overall, respondents felt negative about their stories of sponsorship, whether they related experiences of friends and peers, or 
about themselves.35 Looking into the control structure of these relationships, it was clear control lies in the hands of the sponsor, 
who has more agency over the relationship dynamic than the sponsee.36 Because of this imbalanced distribution of control, 
sponsees may have less decision-making power and consequently be exposed to greater risk. This leads us to enquire what 
structures exist to support women engaged in sponsored relationships.

When asked what emotions they associated with their stories, 55% of women 
selected  “upset”, followed by “ashamed” (36%) and “irritable” (35%). Some stories 

even included tales of violence, abuse and threats to women’s health and safety. 

This brings to light the fine line between the need for support and the fear of judge-
ment. While it is clear that close friends are able to provide the most help, the 
stigma surrounding sponsorship presumably stops women with sponsors from 

reaching out and seeking support if they need it. 

35
36

 68% of participants felt negatively, while 16% were neutral and only 15% felt positively about it.
When asked whether sponsees in their story had control or not in the relationships, 61% answered “not in control” compared to only 22% who said sponsees had control, and 17% 
who were neutral. Similarly, 56% said sponsees were “vulnerable” compared to 26% “not vulnerable” and 18% “neutral”. On the other hand, participants said sponsors in their story 
were “powerful”, 65% compared to “not powerful” 22% and neutral 13%.

Indeed, the risks associated with sponsorship appears to be something women are acutely aware of. Whilst women agree that 
choice and agency do exist when deciding to engage in these relationships (see Figure 12), safety and trust are still absent from 
women’s stories of sponsorship (see Figure 12). 

When asked what could make things better or worse in their stories about sponsorship, “friends and peers” was a polarising option. 
Indeed, half our participants selected “friends and peers” as something that made things both better AND worse.

Made things better
27% 52%

Made things better 
and worse

9%
Made things worse
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For many women, the stigma associated with 
sponsorship makes it hard to tell friends about 

these relationships. The secrecy surrounding 
sponsorship, even among peers, likely contributes 

to increased risks to safety for women.

From the in-depth qualitative interviews, we found that women who had a sponsor usually only  told a few  friends about the 
relationship. For many women, it seems that the stigma associated with sponsorship makes it hard to tell friends about these 
relationships. The secrecy surrounding sponsorship, even among peers, likely contributes to increased risks to safety for women. 
When women do not tell friends they have a sponsor, the details of their whereabouts, the activities they partake in or the identity 
of the sponsor are also kept in the dark. The stories we collected from the questionnaire and in-depth qualitative work (see Case 
Studies, page 26) suggested that women with sponsors often face decisions alone when it comes to pregnancies and sexual health 
and lack support structures among peers to talk to about their experiences.

"My friend had a sponsor but she was never happy at all, as much as she was 
getting money she was never happy. Her self esteem was low and she was 

losing friends because of living a double hidden life. Her grades went low as she 
would skip class to go be with the sponsor. [...] She felt like everyone knew and 

so seclude herself from the rest and dropped out [of university] eventually."

20
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We found that sponsorship is quite prevalent among female university 
students, with 1 in 5 women from our university study sample having/having 
had a sponsor. We also found that women themselves mention “choice” as a 
key component in their own stories  about sponsorship. For some women, 
sponsorship provides them with an opportunity to make money in way that is 
fun and works well alongside their student life. For others, sponsorship is an 
opportunity to access to a more luxurious lifestyle including travel to places 
they would otherwise not get to visit. For these women, the story of sponsor-
ship is one of fun, excitement and opportunity. 

On the other hand, we found that most women did not find sponsorship 
socially acceptable and described it as attached to risk, shame and stigma. 
Women also classify their own stories of sponsorship as overwhelmingly 
negative and mention a lack of trust and safety in these relationships. These 
women tell stories of threats to health and safety experienced firsthand, or by 
friends who have had sponsors. 

Additionally, whilst friends and peers have a good sense of sponsorship 
prevalence in general (collectively their prevalence guess was close to our 
actual prevalence measure), sponsorship relationships are rarely spoken 
about. In other words, women who have sponsors have a hard time talking 
about these relationships, even with their friends and peers. The secrecy 
surrounding sponsorship, even among peers, likely contributes to increased 
risks to safety for women who then keep the details of their relationships 
hidden and lack support structures among peers to talk to about their sexual 
health or experiences of violence.

Our goal with this research was to gain an in-depth 
understanding of sponsorship in Kenya, from the 
perspective of women most likely to experience it - i.e. 
young, female university students in Nairobi. What we 
found was a picture of two narratives as described at the 
beginning of this report: on the one hand of the story of 
empowerment, freedom and agency and on the other the 
story of vulnerability, dependency, risk and violence. 

7
CONCLUSION:

Sponsorship in Kenya: 
What do we know?
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Our goal with this research was not to be prescriptive about what decisions people make in engaging in these relationships, but 
rather to look at the context in which they make these decisions. It appears that this context involves agency, but also a lack of 
safety and support for women who have sponsors. However, what remains unclear is the extent to which the stories of violence 
and risk that we have found in the research are associated with sponsorship in particular, or rather a symptom of a wider, structur-
al problem of gender inequality in Kenya, which exists across different types of relationships. 

Violence against women in Kenya remains common, despite recent efforts to improve the policy and legislative framework.37 A 
national health survey from 2014 documented that 39% of women in Kenya have experienced either physical or sexual violence 
and that one in four women experience violence every year.38 14% of women have experienced both physical and sexual 
violence.39 Among married women in particular, almost all violence is committed by their husbands,40 an indication that violence 
exists across different types of relationship structures. Whilst the worst regions for physical violence against women are Western 
and Nyanza regions,41 this is relatively closely followed by Nairobi where violence is experienced by 46% of women.42 

37
38

39
40
41
42

National Monitoring and Evaluation Framework towards the Prevention of and Response to Sexual and Gender-based Violence in Kenya (2014).
Women aged 15-49. Gender Based Violence in Kenya: The Economic Burden on Survivors, 2016; Kenya National Bureau of Statistics and ICF.2014. Kenya Demographic and Health 
Survey 2014.
Kenya National Bureau of Statistics and ICF.2014. Kenya Demographic and Health Survey 2014.
Kenya National Bureau of Statistics and ICF.2014. Kenya Demographic and Health Survey 2014.
The rates of violence against women for Western and Nyanza  are  51.6% and 49.5%. Kenya National Bureau of Statistics and ICF.2014. Kenya Demographic and Health Survey 2014.
Women aged 15-49. Kenya National Bureau of Statistics and ICF.2014. Kenya Demographic and Health Survey 2014.

Is the violence and risk that we have found exclusive to 
sponsorship or a symptom of a wider, structural problem 

of gender inequality in Kenya?

Sponsorship in Kenya: 
What do we know?
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To get a bit more perspective on whether the violence and risk we found in the stories associated with sponsorship are inherent to 
sponsorship or systematic of a wider, structural problem of gender inequality in Kenya, we spoke to Ms. Jane Thiomi, a regional 
manager at LCVT Health with over 15 years’ experience in counselling and training on sexual health in Kenya. Whilst recognising 
that there are bigger structural inequalities at play, Ms. Thiomi pointed out that sponsorship relationships puts the sponsee at a 
larger risk, because of their dependency on the sponsor’s money, which (regardless of gender dynamics) gives the sponsor an 
unequal amount of power in the relationship:

Sponsorship relationships puts the sponsee at a larger 
risk, because of their dependency on the sponsor’s 

money, which (regardless of gender dynamics) gives the 
sponsor an unequal amount of power in the 

relationship.

“The effect of sponsorship on the sponsee is that from the 
get-go the sponsor has power in the relationship. The 

person being sponsored, whether male or female, loses 
power in the relationship because of their dependence on 

what the sponsor has to offer, in this case; money.”

“Even though gender based violence is present in different 
types of relationships [in Kenya], remember sponsor 

relationships are not healthy relationships. Old and young 
people can have a healthy relationship and be happy 

even with the age difference. But in the way that 
sponsorship happens, it is not rooted in love or affection, 

but conditional on money.” “A sponsor knows if he has 
money he has power.”

“It is not surprising that there was a general trend of violence in most sponsorship relationships, 
these relationships are established on some sort of exchange usually money for sex, not on 
recommendations from friends or family like other types of relationships. It is conditional on 

money. The sponsee is usually coming into the relationship for the benefit of money and in many 
cases, the sponsor knows that without money, they would not be able to engage in such a 

relationship. This means that there is rarely any affection at the onset of the relationship and there 
are clear power dynamics and therefore there is a likelihood of violence. In my experience, the sex 
of the sponsor does not matter. In such types of relationships there is manipulation and violence 

present whether the sponsor is male or female.

Aside from the broader trends of gender-based violence, women in Kenya also face other structural inequalities including political 
and economic opportunities and access to health care43 (including family planning and contraception) to mention just a few. 
These trends of violence and structural inequalities are important to understand the context of sponsorship in Nairobi and to help 
explain why the narratives of choice and agency coexist with those of safety concerns and risk. 

43 World Economic Forum report 2017; The Human Development for Everyone Report, March 2017.
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From the literature, there have been two broad successful approaches towards reducing womens’ risk of experiencing violence: 
economic empowerment44 as well as shifting attitudes about gender inequalities and the acceptability of violence against wom-
en.45 In this way, numerous programs across the world have sought to reduce gender based violence through the allocation of 
financial and educational resources. However, improving the context for women through changing economic structures as well as 
social norms and attitudes require long-term efforts, usually on a large (if not national) scale.

Nonetheless, smaller changes still have the potential to make a difference to women’s experiences of sponsorship and the risks 
they might face. In behavioral science, we regularly come across evidence that small things can have a big impact on how people 
navigate a choice environment. What small changes might then make a difference to how women experience sponsorship 
relationships? More research is likely needed to narrow down exactly what might make a difference to how women experience 
sponsorship relationships. Two areas stand out to us as particularly interesting based on our findings in this report:

Providing support structures (1) at the university level and (2) among peers, in order to provide women with more access to safe 
spaces in which to have open conversations about sponsorship relationships. 

First, universities themselves are sometimes meeting 
points between sponsors and sponsees,46 with 
university women considered the most likely group to 
be engaged in ITS relationships, including sponsor-
ship relationships. Universities therefore could be a 
useful starting point to address the need for support 
structures, perhaps by creating forums for women or 
support groups to foster safe places to talk about 
sponsorship experiences. 

Second, the stigma among peers likely prevents 
women with sponsors from telling friends about their 
experiences in these relationships.  Efforts to reduce 
stigma among university women might therefore 
improve the situation for women with sponsors, by 
creating peer allies whom they can talk to about their 
experiences and communicate with when they are 
faced with decisions about how to navigate risks or 
health concerns.

What could improve the decision-making context for women when it comes to sponsorship? If we 
posit that inequality and risks in sponsorship relationships are indeed symptoms of a wider 
structural inequalities, interventions are needed to address these structure inequalities as well as 
the social norms and attitudes towards women and violence. 

44
45
46

See for example Ashraf et al., 2010; Gibson-Davies, et al., 2005; MacMillan & Gartner, 1999.
See for example Paluck & Ball, 2010; Gupta et al., 2013; Blattman et al., 2013.
In our study, 19% of participants selected “school” as one of the places to meet potential sponsors.

IMPROVING THE CONTEXT FOR WOMEN 
INVOLVED IN SPONSORSHIP

8
Recommendations
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Further study
In order to better understand relationship dynamics and behaviors brought to light with this research, further 
study is required to explore the following key questions:

1
How do individuals in sponsorship 
relationships seek support?

Would sponsees go to the police? How could we 
best offer support? 

2
What are the intrinsic di�erences between 
‘conventional boyfriend-girlfriend’ and 
‘sponsorship’ relationships? 

How do sexual transactions take place? And 
what precisely do these ‘labels’ mean - how do 
they affect perception and desirability?

3
How does exposure a�ect acceptability?
Are people’s perceptions and attitudes condi-
tioned by anecdotes? Does acceptability change 
when other possible “benefits” of sponsorship 
(economic stability, career potential, financial 
success, etc) are more exposed?

Are certain personality traits such as extrover-
sion or introversion predictors of the uptake or 
acceptability of sponsorship?

4
How do the big 5 personality traits 
influence acceptability? 

5
How do Sponsors enter and exit these 
relationships?
What are the factors that influence durability, 
price, etc?

6
How does a lack of financial support 
influence prevalence?
Does a boyfriend’s lack of or increase of finan-
cial support influence the uptake of a sponsor-
ship relationship?

9
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Case Studies



Case Study
1

Q1: So, when you hear of sponsorship or a sponsor, what comes to your mind? 

“Aaah it’s like an older man, a person older than you by like ten years and you are in a relationship with 
him for financial gain. There is no love involved, just financial gain.” 

“It’s not a bad thing as long as you take precautions and agree with the guy on the terms. Also get tested 
and know your status.” 

“I have a sponsor and it is just for financial gain. We meet and he gives me money.”

Q2: How did you first meet?

“I was attending a birthday party in Westlands with my friends and he was also in attendance so we 
exchanged contacts. After a week he called asking if we could meet and I met him and he told me what he 
wanted and I agreed.”

“He said he just wanted to have fun and that he will give me money for it. For him it was more of compan-
ionship as he had some problems in his marriage so he just wanted someone whom to have fun with and 
a younger person despite him being elderly.”

“So like on Fridays we would go to a place like Naivasha, we have fun, take some drinks and food then we 
would go and have sex then when we part he gives me around Kshs. 5,000 and that was it. Only my best 
friend knew. And my friend it was like that guy also had a friend and we would go like a group, four of us. 
We went to Naivasha, Kisumu, Mombasa among others because he loves to travel a lot. For her [my 
friend] the guy is much more serious and they have even traveled to Dubai and any time he goes for the 
job trips he always tags her along plus he also gives her money. My friend is the only one who knows. I 
don’t want my family to know because I am dating and they know the other guy. Because I do not love 
him and we are not in a relationship for marriage and stuff and they will not understand why I am with 
this guy.”

 
Q3: Are you still with this sponsor? 

“On and off. So, last year, we would meet likely weekly and stuff but now he says that he is quite busy and 
he travels a lot. So, we can meet even after two months so when he comes we are going to meet. 2018 he 
has been quite busy unlike last year. I feel bad because I am not getting money like before and so the 
lifestyle I am currently living is not like before because of the money. Before I was living in a one bedroom 
but now the money I am being given is not like before so I had to shift to a bedsitter because he rarely 
sends me money nowadays. He says it’s until we meet physically that he can give me money.”

 
Q4: Any fears about the relationship?

“Yes, I am afraid if I might be pregnant because he would not want that. I am also afraid if he has other 
partners apart from me because I don’t know the wife or if the wife also has other partners. So there is 
that risk.”
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Case Study
2

Q1: When you hear of a sponsor or someone talking about sponsorship, what comes to  
         your mind? 

“According to me it is somebody who has a lot of wealth, money and maybe he is after something if he is sponsor-
ing someone.”

 
Q2: Have you or someone close to you ever had a sponsor?

“I have never had a sponsor, [But I had a friend,] we were not very close though she would come and tell me and 
share with me how her day with the sponsor had been, the fun activities and how they were traveling to different 
places even Dubai. I was still young and in first year and she would tell me all that was happening. She kept asking 
me if I was willing to joining her and I was reluctant. I did not find it to be moral at all. In most cases, she would miss 
classes as she was traveling abroad with the sponsor. They met online. Through Facebook. She posted several 
photos on Facebook and the guy kept liking them. Later on he sent him a message via messenger and that’s how 
they started talking. They exchanged contacts and even planned their first meeting. The guy later called her and 
requested to meet her in town which she did. They went for a coffee date and that’s how it all picked up. They 
would call and text each other frequently and with time they were going out together. The sponsor was already 
married and had issues with his marriage. For the lady she came from a poor background and all she wanted was 
assistance. She had initially been depending on well-wishers to go to school and or personal belongings. So, she 
was a bit uncomfortable as she wanted to have more money from that guy. She told me that she wanted the money 
to also fit in to the social class of people of her age especially with the dress codes, change her hairstyle twice a 
week and generally fit in the high class.”

 
Q3: So, as a friend you knew about this relationship. Who else knew about it? 

“She was very secretive and rarely talked to people and most of the time she was very quiet such that you would 
know her story. She attended her classes but rarely interacted with people. I thought of her as being very immoral, 
bad and as someone who is very spoilt. I did not like the idea at all. I started encouraging her to apply for HELB 
(Higher Education Loans Board) if she really needed the money and sometime after staying in the relationship for a 
year it came to an end. This happened after she visited the hospital and was told that she was HIV positive. She is 
currently on medication, in second year. She applied for HELB and was given. It reached a point where the relation-
ship became a bit violent since the money was willing to buy her a vehicle though he was demanding that the lady 
stops schooling and they go abroad and settle there for a year then come back. So, the lady got scared and from 
there misunderstandings rose up and there was communication breakdown. Despite the fact that the sponsor kept 
reaching out to the lady with new numbers, they would be blacklisted immediately. She was later forced to change 
her phone number and blocked off her Facebook account. She was so doomed and very stressed especially after 
learning that she was HIV positive. She told me all that happened and took her for counselling. After the counsel-
ling, she started being happy [again].”

Q4: How do you perceive such relationships?

“It is very immoral and lowers one’s behavioral standards. I do not support it, you just present yourself as being very 
cheap. I cannot pick a sponsor, I can find means. Like she had alternatives like going to various communities like at 
my church among others. I would go to the church talk to the members of the church and I know they will find a 
way of assisting. One can also go to the dean of students of students’ welfare or apply for HELB.”

 
Q5: What advice would you give other women? 

“Let them keep away from these sponsors as they are in stable marriages and have already enjoyed life. Some of 
them are even about to die. They just want to have fun and use women. It will only make you appear immoral.”
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Case Study
3

Q1: What is a sponsor? How common do you think these types of relationships are? 

“A sponsorship relationship is one where an older man funds a young lady; there is an age gap of about 10 
years. The man takes care of all her financial needs and gets sex in return. Most of my lady friends have a 
sponsor… this is a normal thing at the University especially after 1st year when you get used to the Campus 
environment.”

 
Q2: Have you or someone close to you ever had a sponsor?

“My friend has had several sponsors who she’s met on social media.  She has several accounts on social 
media and befriends potential sponsors (looks for potential rich guys)She met one of the sponsors in a night 
club which she frequently visits knowing that rich guys like the place too. This particular friend is fun loving; 
she likes going to places (travelling) especially fancy hotels to enjoy life. She loves living an expensive lifestyle 
which her parents cannot offer.”

 
Q3: How did you find out about it? 

“Through my friend telling me and even introducing me to the sponsors. I was shocked and felt like it wasn’t 
something good but as time went by, I got used to the whole thing and am comfortable with it.”

 
Q4: What goes on in the relationship?  

“The sponsor meets up with my friend, mostly over the weekend.  They go out in nightclubs have fun and end 
up having sex. Then she is given money for upkeep. They also go out of the country when he is on business 
trips since he claims that the wife is busy with work. On these trips, she gets to stay in expensive hotels and 
have fun until the sponsor is done with meetings and they relax together. All this is paid through being given 
more money, shopping for bags, clothes and other ladies’ expensive stuff.  She still keeps her sponsors to 
date. Only close friends know about it. Her family is never supposed to know.”
 

Q5: Would you ever consider having a sponsor? 

“No. I feel it is morally wrong and fear diseases like HIV, I cannot take the risk. I would not advice one to take 
up a sponsor since it is stressing; they ask for crazy sex and you always have to live in fear of their spouses 
getting to you or getting infected with diseases.”
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Case Study
4

Q1: How would you define a sponsorship relationship? 

“This is a relationship whereby a man (who is way older than a lady) takes care of her finances, while she gives 
him sex according to his demands.”

 
Q2: Have you or someone close to you ever had a sponsor? 

“My older cousin was working in Nairobi. It started as a friendship with a colleague who cared so much about 
her welfare at work. The guy asked if they could be meeting up for coffee and in one of these dates, he asked 
to be her sponsor which she agreed. He used to pay rent, take her for shopping, give salon and upkeep 
money. The man could lie to the wife about working over the weekends and that’s when he spent time with 
my cousin.”

 
Q3: Who knew about the relationship? 

“Her younger sister who was staying with her and I. No one else knew. The parents were locked out of it since 
they were made to believe she could afford the luxurious life from her salary.” 

 
Q4: What happened? 

“Six months into the relationship, my cousin got pregnant and did not keep it from the guy since both of them 
were grown-ups. She broke the news on their normal weekend hookup and the guy did not take it positively. 
He asked her to abort it since he cared for his wife and family and the fact that they were colleagues would 
affect their work. From the turn of events, the guy called the shots. The lady had nothing to say since the guy 
was in control. She gave in and was given money to abort. This affected her but as soon as she was back on 
her feet, she got back with the sponsor like nothing happened. This was because she was already used to the 
luxurious lifestyle and did not want to go back to living a life she could afford. She never had a boyfriend and 
to date, she only keeps the sponsor since he is the jealous type. They have been on and off but are currently 
back together and seem not to think of quitting.”

 
Q5: Would you ever consider having a sponsor? 

“Yes. I really need the money. I can relate to friends I know from very poor backgrounds, who have no option 
other than doing odd jobs or getting sponsors.” 

 
Q6: What advice would you give other women? 

“Take a sponsor if you are so pressed financially. Otherwise, be content with the little you have. It comes with 
a price and it’s never as good as people may portray it.”
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Case Study
5

Q1: What is a sponsor? 

“A person of the opposite sex giving you money, in exchange for sex and company.”
 
Q2: What motivates women to pursue a sponsorship relationship? 

“Coming from poor backgrounds and parents not being caring. Peer Pressure, wanting to fit in a social class 
with classmates and friends and wanting to have fun and explore the world in adventure.”

 
Q3: Have you ever had a sponsor? How did you meet him?

“Growing up in the village and in a Christian home, I had my morals intact. Men were just people I saw around, 
either as friends or relatives. One day in 1st year, in university, I was heading to the bus stage to pick a bus 
back to Nairobi, when a man in a posh expensive car stopped me. He was polite to me and begged to give a 
lift. After much consideration, I agreed since they were heading to the same place; Nairobi. We exchanged 
contacts and on reaching Nairobi, the man dropped me at the Campus gate. He left and checked on me 
throughout the week, something no one else at home used to do and I felt cared for. The man was so caring 
and open. He was doing his masters and he showed me his documents: school and personal. This made me 
trust him. He also said there were issues in his marriage so he wanted someone to have fun with.”

“On a Friday, a week after we had met, the man asked me for a date and I agreed since he was so caring. We 
met up on Saturday evening in a good hotel in Westlands where we had dinner, shared stories until it got so 
late. The man asked to take me to his place where we spent the night and ended up having sex. The guy gave 
me Kshs 10,000 the next morning and dropped me off at the Campus gate again. This marked the beginning 
of our relationship and a different lifestyle for me. I started meeting him frequently and he was not comfort-
able with me staying in the Campus so I rented an apartment that he used to pay for.

 My dress code also changed from my usual long decent dresses to short skirts and funny trousers and 
dresses. This is what the sponsor was comfortable with and even though I did not like it at first, I [felt that I] 
had to comply. He treated me so well, took me for shopping, [took me to the] salon, and would give me Kshs 
8,000 every week. He promised to take me for driving classes, buy me a car. [But] all this did not happen 
because as we were planning on which to start with, I got pregnant.”

 
Q4: How did you react to the pregnancy? 

“I was confused. Stressed and full of fear since I came from a humble Christian background and also knew 
that the man was married. I called and shared the information [with him], but the man was cool. He asked me 
to keep it. When I shared [the news] with my two close friends, one was against keeping it while the other 
encouraged me not to abort. Two months into the journey to motherhood, the guy totally changed, he 
stopped sending enough money for upkeep and even seeing him was a problem. I had to move to a smaller 
house […] since the expenses were adding due to the special care I needed. This got me so stressed and I 
started taking strong painkillers due to headaches. At some point, I got very sick and went to the hospital 
where I discovered that I had an infection which had affected my private parts and the medication I got 
affected the baby. I had not told the doctor about the pregnancy. The medication gave me a lot of pain and I 
ended up with a miscarriage, which took me into depression.”
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